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Mediator Release Test (MRT ) - Principles & Method

Mediator Release is the Direct Cause of Symptom Manifestation
in Immune Mediated Food and Chemical Sensitivities
Non-IgE mediated reactions may involve a variety of immune mechanisms
(IgG, IgM, IgA, C3, C4, T-cell activation, phagocytosis, etc.) and non-immune
mechanisms (pharmacologic, toxic) working independently or concurrently to
trigger pro-inflammatory and pro-algesic mediator release from associated
leukocytes and platelets.
Released mediators produce corresponding
physiologic effects leading to symptom manifestation.

Mediators Released From
Immune Cells:
0 Histamine
0 Prostaglandins
0 Cytokines
0 Serotonin
0 Platelet Aggregating Factor
0 Eosinophil Chemotactic Factor
0 Peroxidase Enzymes
0 Dopamine
0 Leukotrienes
0 Interleukins
0 Etc.

Because of the complexity of underlying mechanisms governing reactions, the
variety of immunocytes involved and the vast array of mediators potentially
released, a simple, yet comprehensive method of identifying food and
chemical induced mediator release has been developed. The patented
Mediator Release Test® (MRT ®) is an accurate "End-Point" test which
indirectly measures mediator release through precise measurement of changes
to the liquid/solids ratio of a blood sample after whole blood has been
incubated with an individual food, additive, or chemical. MRT isn't limited to
a single mechanism (such as ELISA) or quantification of a single mediator
(such as LHRT). Rather, MRT detects the outcome of all non-IgE mediated
reactions through it's innovative approach.
See Reverse Side For More In ormation

• Sensitivity 94.5% • Specificity 91. 7%
• Split Sample Reproducibility >90%

Reactive

MRT Test Reaction Levels
Moderately Reactive Non-Reactive
C:=J

Vegetables

PRINCIPAL OF MEDIATOR RELEASE TESTING:

VJ+ V2 = VJ as applied to in vitro antigen challenge of immunocytes where VJ is
constant. The instrumentation measures VJ (cellular volume) and V2 (extracellular
volume) precisely using patented method of measurement to detect any release of
intracellular mediators when antigen is presented. Perceived harmful substances
trigger mediator release in associated cells causing a decrease in the VJ solids
(cellular) portion and an increase in the V2 liquid (plasma) portion of the tested
sample.

Significant reactions are categorized as either Reactive or Moderately Reactive. Non
significant reactions are categorized as Non-Reactive and form the basis/or the LEAP
lmmunoCalm® Dietary Management Program.

Reaction Level

carrot
asparagus
beet
cucumber
eggplant
green pepper
mushroom
onion
yellow squash
pumpkin
spinach
cauliflower
celery
string bean
broccoli
cabbage
sweet potato
tomato
white potato
lettuce
zucchini
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